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Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co

Buendtenstr. 6a
A-6973 Hoechst
Austria

Tel. +43 5578 76200
Fax +43 5578 76200-99
E-Mail: office@cult-event.com
www.cult-event.at

Contract of Hire
Exhibition 2008-1 Expedition Deep-sea

Company    ...........................................................................
                 ...........................................................................
                 ...........................................................................
hired from 
                ALFRED HOLZER GESMBH + CO KG 
                Bündtenstrasse 6a  A-6973 Höchst 
                Tel +43 5578 76200  Fax 76200-99 
                office@aholzer.at 

Detailed in the technical information document 2008-1 „Expedition Deep-sea“ of the exhibition.
Both contract partners are obliged to meet all contract conditions (page 25), which form an integral part of the 
hire contract. In particular it is the responsibility of the renter to ensure that the exhibition area is available for set-
up on the agreed date

Duration of the exhibition:    .......... days 

Delivery date:..................... Set-up completed on  .................. at ........... hours 
Removal date:.................... Removal start on ........................ at ........... hours

Preis Euro (excl. 20% vat.) ................  

Payment:
30 % deposit: 10 days after signing the hire contract, if the exhibition is to take place within 12 months of the 
date of the contract signature.
10 % deposit: if the exhibition is to take place more than 12 months after contract signing
20 % 12 months before the start of the exhibition
70 % on the day after exhibition set-up
Jurisdiction: A-6900 Bregenz

Stamp and legally binding signature of 

supplier                                                                    Alfred Holzer GesmbH + Co

Date                                                           Date 
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Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co

Buendtenstr. 6a
A-6973 Hoechst
Austria

Tel. +43 5578 76200
Fax +43 5578 76200-99
E-Mail: office@cult-event.com
www.cult-event.at

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT

Exhibition   cult-event Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co as the provider of the exhibition, is obliged to make 
   available the number of exhibition items as detailed in the information document 2008-1 for the 
   agreed exhibition duration.

Transport  The hire price includes all transport and incidental expenses up to a distance of 500 km from 
   Bregenz/Vorarlberg. Any extra expenses would be agreed separately and included in the 
   contract. 

Erection and Removal The erection and removal will take place according to the times in the contact. The customer is 
   to provide for the duration of erection and removal (each occasion approx. 5 hours) two 
   technicians and if needed one hand lifting truck and one lifting truck.

Press   cult-event Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co will make available material (exhibition information, 
   photos, and PDF documents) for invitations to press and schools.   Hugo Mennel, or another 
   experienced colleague, will be on hand for collaboration at a press conference or private 
   viewing. Press and Media communications are to take place by arrangement with the supplier.

Exhibition maintenance  For a period of 36 hours each week cult-event Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co will provide a trained 
   colleague available to guide school groups through the exhibition and to answer visitor‘s 
   questions.  The detailed times on duty will be agreed on site, nevertheless the working day is to 
   be in a single time block.

The Customer is the official organizer.

Infrastructure  The customer is to make available and carry the costs of the necessary infrastructure such as 
   electricity, internet-provision and water. 

Cleaning  The customer is responsible for cleaning the floor area of the exhibition site. 

Insurance  The customer is responsible for the comprehensive insurance of the exhibition objects against 
   fire/elements/water, breaking and entering and robbery for the period from installation to 
   removal. The value of the items to be insured amounts to 180,000 Euros. The customer is 
   responsible for third party insurance to cover visitors to the exhibition and their use of the 
   interactive modules.

Rent   On payment of the agreed rental price and incidental additional transport costs the services of 
   the provider are deemed to be satisfactory. Additional claims from the customer are to be raised 
   immediately after installation or immediately after detection of a deficiency.

Parking space  For the duration of the exhibition the customer is to make available complementary parking at t
   he centre.

Delivery and Storage The delivery will be made by means of an articulated lorry and trailer. A suitable turning area 
   must be available.  It must be such that by means of a fork-lift system the exhibition equipment 
   can be safely transported to the exhibition site. The centre is to make available a storage area 
   for 12 palettes or an 11 foot (securable) container.

Sale of     cult-event Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co is authorized as the provider to sell promotional material
promotion items   at the exhibition site.  On the other hand, the customer could name a shop in the centre for 
   agreed provision and sale of the material, at the shop and at the exhibition, in their name and 
   at their cost. 

Sponsors  cult-event Alfred Holzer GesmbH+Co is authorized  to find local, national and international 
   sponsors for the exhibition who would present themselves at appropriate times by arrangement.
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